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Larsen's exclusive Vigilante Alarm provides additional protection for a cabinet's 
life safety contents. The Vigilante can reduce theft losses, help to prolong extin-
guisher life, and safeguard fire department valves, fire hose, and other equipment. 
It is constructed of high impact plastic, is plunger activated and includes a 
heavy-duty 9 volt battery as standard equipment. The on/off jack provides for con-
venient servicing of the cabinet's contents by authorized personnel. 

Die-cut lettering are state of the art for precise cabinet identification and have replaced silk screen lettering as the industry 
standard. They are available in standard colors of red, black, or white and the standard designs of vertical, horizontal, or type A - 
for both direct and indirect application. A selection of the more popular styles is pictured below. Custom lettering, special colors, 
and pictorial graphics are also available, if specified. 

Exclusive Options For Extinguisher, Hose, And Valve Cabinets

VIGILANTE ALARM

DIE-CUT LETTERING

Larsen's die cast "FIRE" handle is an attractive 
identification option. The raised letters are flush with 
the face of the handle, and the size makes it inter-
changeable with Larsen's standard pull handle. The 
standard style is pictured at the right, and the 
optional red, black, and white handles are pictured 
at left. 

Larsen's zinc alloy, recessed handle is available with Solid, 
H-Duo, V-Duo, or Gemini Doors. This recessed handle must be 
specified with 4" projecting cabinet trims in order for the cabinet 
to comply with ADA wall projection guidelines. 

Larsen's cabinets for detention facilities can be supplied with a wide variety of security locks and keys. These locks can be either 
provided and installed by Larsen's or furnished by others and installed by Larsen's. For cabinets in high security areas. Larsen's can 
supply the HSL II Deadlock or HSL III Latch. These mechanical locks have paracentric keys with the standard keyway. For cabinets in 
medium or low security areas, Larsen's can supply the MSL Cylinder Lock with the standard keyway. If facility-specific locks and/or 
keyways are required, please contact the factory. Larsen's supplied locks are pictured below.
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"FIRE" HANDLE

RECESSED HANDLE

Clear background
available with black,
red, or white letters. 

DECALS

DETENTION LOCKS AND KEYS

DISTINGUISHED WORLD-WIDE PROJECTS FEATURING LARSEN'S PRODUCTS

Without backfill
or with black, red,
or white backfill.

ENGRAVED LETTERING SIGNS


